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SUMMARY 
Two- dimensional aerodynamic lift and moment flutter derivatives 
are presented for moderate and high angl es of attack for several airfoil 
profiles varying in thickness and thickness distribution. The deriva-
tives were evaluated from data obtained by means of pressure cells for 
models oscill at ing about the quarter - chord axis at mean angles of attack 
of 40 and 80 (and for one mode l at 100) for amplitudes of ±1°, for fre -
.quencies up to 40 cycles per second, and for a range of Mach numbers 
including values which l ead to either partially stalled or supercritical 
flow. Reduced frequency var i ed f r om ab out 0 . 12 to 1 . 2 at M = 0 . 2, and 
from 0 . 03 to 0 . 30 at M = 0 . 86 . Reynolds number based on the airfoil 
chord varied from 3 million to 8 million . 
The results of the investigation indicate that the variables, angle 
of attack, airfoil profile , reduced frequency , and Mach number , each have 
significant effects which appear to be interdependent . In general , for 
angles of attack below the beginning of stall , reasonable agreement was 
obtained with theory except for the phase angles of the moment deriva-
tives . This exception was due to changes of the center of pressure to 
a point ahead of the quarter chord . As a first approximation , the Mach 
number for lift divergence can be correlated with the Mach number at 
which large variations of the derivatives occurred . Since the Mach num-
ber for lift divergence decreases with increasing angle of attack, the 
onset of large variations in the derivatives can be expected to occur at 
a 10,ver Mach number as the angle of attack is increased. In some cases , 
the possibility of a single- degree -of - freedom torsional instability was 
indicated by a change in sign of the torsional- damping parameter . 
Although a reduction in airfoil thickness has been previously shown to 
be beneficial at low angles of attack, a trend toward i nstability results 
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at moderate angles of attack. For airfoils of equal thickness a r ear-
ward location of the point of maximum thickness appear ed to increase 
torsional stability. 
INTRODUCTI ON 
Several previous investigations have been concerned with the meas -
urement of osc i llatory aerodynamic derivatives for airfoils at high 
angles of attack or in the stall region . One of the most recent, and 
probably the most comprehensive, of these investigations is the one 
reported by Halfman, Johnson, and Hal~y (ref. 1) . In that report, ear-
lier results such as those obtained by Bratt and Scruton (ref . 2), Bratt 
and Wight (ref . 3), Halfman (ref. 4), and Bratt, Wight , and Chinne ck 
(ref. 5) are discussed and evaluated together wi th proposed theoretical 
applications such as that by Victory (ref. 6) . I t was indi cated that 
the large number of important variables made an adequat e prediction of 
stall flutter far more difficult than the already complex c lassical case 
at zero mean angle of attack, so tha t only the most general conclusions 
could be drawn . These variables included airfoi l shape, mean angle of 
attack, amplitude of oscill ation, frequency par amet er, the location of 
the rotat i onal axiS, and Reynolds number . Si nce previous investigations 
were conducted at very low speeds , t he effects of another variable, 
Mach number, were necessari l y omitted . 
One purpose of this report, therefore, i s to present two- dirrensional 
os cillatory lift and moment data for a r ange of Mach numbers includi ng 
values which lead t o either parti all y sta l led or s upercritical flow. 
Data obtained with t he same series of a irfoils for mean angl es of attack 
of 0 0 and 20 have previously been presented in r ef erence 7 and, r ~nce , 
another purpose of t his report is to present data for higher angles of 
attack . 
SYMBOLS 
a velocity of sound, ft/sec 
b wing semi chord, ft 
cl dynamic section lift coefficient 
cm dynamic section moment coefficient about quarter point 
of chord 
f frequency of oscillation , cps 
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k reduced fr e quency, wb 
V 
M Mach number, ~ 
M~ oscillatory aerodynamic section moment on wing about a xis 
of rotation, positive with leading edge up 
MLD Mach number for lift diverg ence 
p~ oscill atory aerodynamic section lift on wing, pos i t ive 
upwards 
q free - stream dynamic pressure , lb/sq ft 
V free - stream velocity, ft/sec 
~ oscillatory angular displacement ( pitch) about axis of 
rotation , positiye with leading edge up, radians 
~m mean angle of attack about whi ch oscillation takes 
e 
cP 
w 
jdd  I 
I ~:m l 
I~I s i n 9 
k 
place , deg 
phase angle between osc i llatory moment and position ~, 
positive for moment leading ~ , deg 
phase angle between oscill atory lift and position ~, 
posit i ve for l i ft leading ~ , deg 
circula r frequency , 2nf, radians/sec 
magnitu de of dynami c lift- curve slope , 
magnitude of dynami c moment - curve slope , 
e , per radian I Ma. -
i 9
1 
4b2 qo.. 
t orsional damp i ng pa r ameter 
P -iCP ~e 2bq~ ,per ra.dian 
L 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD 
The models and associated apparatus have been described in refer -
ences 7 and 8 , and therefore only the more salient features are described 
here . The airfOils , each with a chord of 2 feet , had NACA 65A01~, 65A00S , 
65A004 , 2 - 00S , and S77AOOSl profiles . In figure 1 , the model profiles 
are illustrated to show the variation of thickness and thickness distri -
bution . The NACA 65A00S airfoil is marked to indicate the location of 
he pressure cells . Model instrumentation consisted of 15 flush - type 
rressure cells and 15 pressure orifices along the midspan of each surface 
of each model . The pressure orifice adjacent to each pres ure cell pro-
vi ded an internal reference pressure for that pressure cell . These ori -
f'ic ( s were also used in conjunction with a multiple mercury manometer to 
c t r rmine the time -average pressure distribution . In order that the 
i nt, rnal reference pressure of the pressure cells would be essentially 
s t~~dy, about 50 feet of 1/16- inch tubing was used from the orifice to 
h~ manometer and back to the pressure cell. 
The two - dimensional channel in the Ames 16- foot high- speed wind 
c:nnel in which the models were oscillated and the drive system are illus -
t r ated in figure 2 . The channel was ?O feet long and 16 feet high . 
Sample oscillograph records, taken on 14- channel OSCillographs , are 
presented in figure 3. The traces in the upper portion of each record 
indicate the difference between the oscillatory pressures on the upper 
and lower surface for several chord stations . The sum trace, which was 
the summation of the output of all cells and therefore proportional to 
he variation of lift force , and the output of an NACA slide -wire posi -
tion transducer, proportional to the model angle of attack, were simul-
taneously recorded . Records were obtained with Mach number and mean 
angle of attack constant for frequencies from 4 to 40 cycles per second 
at intervals of 4 cycles per second , and for an amplitude of ±lo . The 
lift was evaluated from a 12 - point harmonic analysis for each of three 
consecutive cycles of the sum trace. The pitching moment was evaluated 
from a 12 - point harmonic analysis of the individual cell traces for one 
cycle . 
In order to mlnlmlze tunnel -wall effects due to the phenomenon of 
wind- tunnel resonance (refs . 9, 10, and 11), all data obtained within 
10 percent of the tunnel resonant frequency have been omitted . Although 
such a procedure does not mean tunnel -wall effects have been completely 
eliminated over the entire frequency range , it is felt that tunnel -wall 
effects are a small factor in the trends of the data . (See ref . 7 . ) 
lThe NACA 877AOOS profile was derived from the NACA S47AIIO profile 
by using the lower - surface coordinates for both upper and lower surface s 
and then reducing the thickness ratio to S percent. 
l 
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For a discussion of other factors influencing the preclslon o~ the 
data , the reader is referred to references 12 and 13 . As in reference 13, 
it was necessary to correct the component of the derivatives in phase 
with position for the inertia forces due to acceleration of the pressure -
cell diaphragms (determined from data obtained at various frequencies in 
still air) . As one example, for the highest frequency of oscillation at 
0 .8 Mach number , the correction was 5 percent or less of the measured 
values . 
RESULTS 
The basic data obtained in the investigation are presented as a 
function of reduced frequency for constant Mach numbers in figur es 4 
through 9 . Reduced frequency was chosen for the abscissa in order to 
present the data in the most useful , and perhaps the most familiar, form 
to the a~rcraft designer . 
Figures 4 and 5 contain the lift and moment derivatives , respectively, 
for a mean angle of attack of 4° , for the three models which vary in 
thickness - NACA 65A012, 65A008, and 65A004. 
Figures 6 and 7 contain the respective lift and moment derivatives , 
also for a mean angle of attack of 4° , for the three models which vary 
in thickness distribution - NACA 2 - 008 , 65A008 , and 877A008. 
Figures 8 and 9 contain the data for a mean angle of attack of 8° 
for the three latter models , and also for a mean angle of attack of 10° 
for the NACA 65A008 airfoil . 
Since the same range of variables is not necessarily included in 
each figure, for clarification the mean angles of attack and the Mach 
numbers are tabulated as follows : 
NACA Mach number 
airfoil 0 .2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 · 5 0 · 59 0 . 68 0 . 73 0 . 79 0 . 83 0 .86 0 .87 
65A0~ 4° 4° 4° 4° 4° 
65AOOO 10° 10° 8° 40 8° 40 80 4° 4° 4° , } 
65A004 4° 4° 4° 4° 4° 4° 4° 
2-008 8° 8° 4° 8° 4° 8° 4° 4° 4° 4° 4° , , 
4°,8° 4° 4° 4° 877Ao08 8° 4°,8° 4°,8° 4° 4° 
The theoretical curves shown in each figure were obtained by cross -
plotting theoretical results given by Dietze for Mach numbers of 0, 0 . 5, 
0 . 6 , and 0 . 7 ( ref . 14) , by Minhinnick for M = 0 .8 (ref. 15), and by 
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Nelson and Berman for M = 1 .0 (ref. 16). Values at intermediate Mach 
numbers were obtained by interpolation, but the errors due to fairings 
are believed to be small. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of the investigation indicated that the four basic para-
meters, (1) reduced frequency, (2) airfoil profile, ( 3 ) Mach number, and 
(4) angle of attack, each had important effects which were, expectedly, 
interdependent or interrelated. For example, increasing angle of attack 
so that the flow became separated, or increasing Mach number so that the 
flow became supercritical, is already known to have large effects on 
steady-state aerodynamic characteristics and would therefore be expected 
to have large effects on the oscillatory aerodynamic characteristics. 
The fundamental purpose of the present discussion, then, is to point out 
the important effects of the two variables, angle of attack and airfoil 
profile, on the oscillatory flutter derivatives, and to indicate how the 
derivatives are affected by changes in Mach number and reduced frequency . 
Introductory Illustrations 
Before examlnlng the basic data, it is desirable to provide two 
specific illustrations of some of the effects of these variables in order 
that the reader may have a better understanding of the fundamental causes 
of the large variations of the results . The first illustration is con-
cerned with a discussion of several features already indicated in fig -
ure 3. 
Effect of angle of attack and Mach number on oscillatory chordwise 
pressures. - The sample records shown in figure 3 were selected for the 
NACA 65A008 airfoil since it is intermediate in thickness and thickness 
distribution, and is therefore considered the reference airfoil . In 
figure 3(b ) the relative smoothness of the individual traces for am = 4° 
at M = 0 . 59 is apparent . The nonsinusoidal nature and large amplitude 
of the trace representing the variation with time of the pressure differ -
ence between the upper and lower surface at 1.25- percent - chord station 
can be attributed to a small supersonic region near the nose of the air -
foil . Time- average pressure distributions indicated that the local flow 
became supercritical at this Mach number when the angle of attack was 
greater than 20 . With an increase in angle of attack ( fig . 3(a )), the 
increase in the intensity of the shock wave and an increase in the degree 
of separation of flow may be interpreted from the increase in the ampli -
tude of the trace deflections and the irregularity of the pressure fluc -
tuations at the leading edge . When the Mach number was increased from 
0 . 59 to 0. 79, at a mean angle of attack of 4° (fig . 3( c )), the rearward 
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movement of the shock wave was indicated by the large nonsinusoida: pres -
sure fluctuations at the 35- and 45-percent- chord stations. 
Thus, figure 3 is useful in pointing out the radical changes to the 
oscillatory pressures which occur when either angle of attack or Mach 
number is increased beyond those conditions for which the flow has become 
critical. 
Since such flow conditions also result in changes to steady-state 
aerodynamic characteristics, it would appear that figure 3 admits the 
possibility of large changes to the oscillatory derivatives when the lift -
curve slope is nonlinear due to flow separation in partial-stall condi -
tions, or when the Mach number for steady-state lift divergence is 
exceeded. The .large effects on the oscillatory derivatives, when the 
Mach number for lift divergence has been exceeded, have been indicated 
in reference 7 for mean angles of attack of 00 and 20 . The effects of 
nonlinear lift curves attributed to flow separation will be discussed 
in conjunction ,·Ii th figure 10. 
Effect of airfoil profile on steady-state aerodynamic character -
istics . - In figure 10 the aerodynamic characteristics of the three 8-
percent - thick airfoils are presented for a Mach number of 0 .40 . The 
steady- state variation of lift as a function of angle of attack (deter -
mined by means of a multiple-tube mercury manometer ) is indicated by the 
unflagged symbols . The flagged symbols for the NACA 65A008 airfoil are 
for data obtained by means of s train-gage balances . The small differ -
ences at the higher angles of attack would appear to indicate that end 
effects were probably very small inasmuch as the strai n - gage outputs were 
proportional to the total wing area while pressure orifices indicated t he 
wing loading only along the midspan. The dashed lines included in this 
figure indicate the variation of lift determined by means of pressure 
cells as the models were slowly osci l lated at about 2 cycles per second 
through large angles of attack . The vertical bars in figure 10 indicate 
the mean angle of attack for which the high-angle-of-attack derivatives 
are pre ented in figures 8 and 9 for amplitudes of ±lo. 
It appears that the dat a f or unsteady and steady conditions in this 
fi gure are qualitat ively related in that the hysteresis loop at the h i gher 
angles of attack for the unsteady case becomes larger where the lift 
curve for the steady case departs more from the linear . For the airfoil 
designed for high maximum lift coefficient, the NACA 2 - 008 airfoil , the 
lift curve r emains linear to an angle of attack of about 100 , while for 
the other two models the lift curve breaks at about 60 . I t is obvious 
that if each airfoil were oscillated about a mean angle of attack of 80 , 
indicated by the vertical bar on each curve, the flow condition for the 
NACA 65A008 and 877A008 airfoils would be quite dissimilar from that for 
the NACA 2 - 008 airfoil . I t can also be noted that the effect of a finite 
frequency was to delay the break of the lift curve to a higher angle of 
attack. This point is best illustrated for the NACA 6~,008 airfoil in 
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that the break for the unsteady case occurred at about an 8
0 angle of 
attack, compared to about 60 for the steady case . This figure illus -
trates the importance of airfoil profile at high angles of attack . 
The lift - curve slopes at an angle of attack of 8
0
, obtained from the 
static data shown in figure 10, were plotted in figure 8(c ) for k = O. 
It can be seen that these values are consistent with the trends shown by 
the pressure - cell data for each of the three models although the values 
for the models differ greatly . 
Aerodynamic Flutter Derivatives 
Although a detailed examination of figures 4 through 9 reveals many 
minor variations in the trends of the data, there are several major vari -
ations from theory and large changes in the flutter derivatives due to 
the effects of reduced frequency, Mach number, or angle of attack . It is
 
to the major variations that the remainder of the discussion is directed . 
Effect of reduced frequency on moment derivative .- For a mean angle 
of attack of 40 at Mach numbers up to 0 . 68, the most striking variation 
from theory occurred in the moment derivatives . From figures 5(a) and 
7(a) it can be noted that as reduced frequency decreased , the phase angles 
converged toward 00 (i . e ., the moment vector approached being in phase 
with airfoil position) in contrast to a phase angle of ~70o predicted by 
the theory . Also, the magnitude of the moment derivative appears to 
approach a finite value rather than zero as the frequency approaches zer
o . 
Extrapolation of the lift and moment derivatives to k = 0 indicates tha
t 
the aerodynamic center of the oscillatory lift was thus ahead of the 
quarter - chord point a distance up to 5 percent of the chord . This posi -
tion of the aerodynamic center was not anticipated by the theory for 
k = 0; however , it should be pointed out that the theory does predict a 
forward location of the center of pressure at low values of reduced fre -
quency . 
. For the rotational axis located at the quarter - chord point, only the 
noncirculatory terms remain in the theoretical expressions; for other 
locations of the rotational axis, the circulatory terms are included . It
 
is interesting to note that for a midchord axis of rotation the theoret -
ical phase angles converge toward 360
0
, while for a leading- edge location, 
the theoretical phase angles converge toward 180
0
• Hence , the theory 
indicates a large shift in phase angle as the location of the rotational 
axis moves across the fixed location of the center of pressure . Con-
versely, one might expect a large shift in phase angle, if the center of
 
pressure moves across a fixed location of the rotational axis . 
Effect of Mach number on moment derivative .- A large shift in the 
moment - derivative phase angles for all reduced frequencies did occur as 
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Mach number was increased and can be seen in figures 5( d) , 5(e ) , 5( f), 
7(d), 7(e) , and 7( f) . To illustrate this effect more clearly, figures 11 
and 12 have been prepared . In these figures , the derivatives and their 
accompanying phase angles have been plotted as a function of Mach number 
for several values of reduced frequency . Attention is first directed to 
figures ll(b) and 12 (b ), which contain the moment derivatives and phase 
angles. Figures ll ( a ) and 12 ( a ) which contain the lift derivatives and 
phase angles will be discussed in a fo l lowing section . 
Examination of figures l l( b) and 12(b ) indicates that the large phase 
shift of the moment derivative was an effect of compressibility, and that 
the Mach number at which the shift occurred was dependent on airfoil pro-
file . Thickness distribution had a g eater effect than airfoil thickness , 
in that the shift occurred at a higher Mach number as the location of 
maximum thickness was moved toward the trailing edge , but was nearly the 
same for the models which varied in thickness . 
Correlation with Mach number for lift divergence .- The large shift 
of the phase angle can be related to the Mach number for lift divergence . 
The approximate Mach numbers for lift divergence determined for an angle 
of attack of 40 from pressure distributions measured by means of the 
pressure orifices and the multiple - tube mercury manometer were as follows : 
NACA 
airfoil Mill 
65A012 0 . 66 
65Ao08 . 69 
65A004 . 77 
2 - 008 . 65 
877A008 . 72 
Examination of figures ll(b) and 12(b) indicates that the large shift 
in the phase angle of the moment derivative occurred at Mach numbers 
greater than those for lift divergence . Moreover, it can be noted that 
the Mach number at which large reductions occurred in the magnitude of 
the lift derivative also were greater than the Mach number for lift diver -
gence (figs . ll(a) and 12(a)) . It therefore appears that a qualitative 
result of the present investigation is that the Mach number for lift 
divergence may be used (as a first approximation) as a criterion which is 
indicative of the onset of a large variation of the lift and moment deri -
vatives as Mach number is increased. It might be noted that this result 
for 40 is similar to that found for mean angles of attack of 00 and 2 0 
in reference 7 . At the higher angles of attack, insufficient data were 
obtained to evaluate thi criterion . However, since the Mach number for 
lift divergence decreases with increasing angle of attack, the onset of 
large variations in the flutter derivatives would be expected to occur at 
a lower Mach number a the angle of attack is increased . 
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Effect of thickness distribution at high angles of attack.- At a 
Mach number of 0.2 (fig. 8(a)), for the airfoil designed for high maximum 
lift coefficient (the NACA 2-008 airfoil), the lift derivatives and phase 
angles are in noteworthy agreement with theory, except for a slight 
increase in magnitude and a lag of the phase angle at the higher values 
of reduced frequency . However, these exceptions at the higher reduced 
frequencies appear to be characteristic of nearly all the data. At a 
Macl: number of 0.5 (fig. 8(d)), the effects of thickness distributior. no 
lenger appear important. The trends of the results for each model are 
m.arly the same, with no apparent relation ,·rith theory. This ref:; lIt can 
be attributed to leading-edge effects, since the flow over the leading 
edge was supercritical at this Mach number for all three airfoilE. As 
Mach number is increased to 0.6 (fig. 8(e)), the variation with reduced 
frequency becomes more pronounced for the 65A008 and 877A008 airf0:1s, 
with a large increase in lift derivative as reduced frequency inc eases , 
along with phase angles which lead the theoretical value::; except at the 
rcigr-cs educed frequencies. 
Ef~ect of angle of attack at constant Mach number.- In ord~r to 
indicate the effects of increasing the mean angle of attack at a ronstant 
Mach number , figure 13 has been prepared for the reference model l. ... 'l. 
Mach number of 0.59 as a typical representation of the effects of angle 
of attack. The data for 00 and 20 have been taken from table II f 
reference 8. 
In figure 13(a), there is little change in the variation of phase 
angle and lift derivative up to a mean angle of attack of 40 . At 
'1m = 80, the magnitude of the lift derivative varies much more ma:::'kedly 
vTitt reduced frequency as previously discussed, along with a shif toward 
a leading phase angle. 
In figure 13(b), the shift at elm = 80 of the phase angle to a 
leading one, that is, 00 <e< 1800 , is of particular importance it' that 
thl aerodynamic torsional damping of the airfoil is negative and there -
fore indicates the possibility of a single-degree-of-freedom type of 
flut~er which does not exist at the smaller angles of attack. 
Torsional Damping with Relation to Stall Flutter 
The large change in phase angle in figure 13(b) is an indication of 
large changes of the torsional damping inasmuch as torsional damping 
corresponds to that component of the moment in phase with velocity. Thus , 
as the moment derivative passes through 1800 , the torsional damping com-
ponent decreases to zero and becomes positive . Such conditions are also 
indicated in figures 5(e) and 5(f) for the NACA 65A004 airfoil at 
am = 40 , and in figure 9 for the NACA 65A008 and 877A008 airfoils. 
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A reduction in torsional damping, even without a change in sign, 
has been found important in stall-flutter analysis by Victory in refer -
ence 6. It is therefore important that the results of the present inves-
tigation be examined with respect to the torsional-damping parameter. 
These results are summarized in figures 14 and 15. It might be noted 
that this parameter differs only by a constant from j3 used by Victory, 
a nd is equivalent to me used in British notation . I t is also equiva-
lent to the expression Cmq + Cmu used in dynamic -stability notation . 
It is first necessary to point out that for an axis of rotation at 
the quarter - chord point, at least for the incompressible case, the 
torsional damping is only a function of reduced frequency. For the speed 
range of the present investigation, the departure of the theory from 
linearity was small up to the largest reduced frequency. In view of this 
linearity, a torsional- damping parameter may be defined as a theoretical 
constant (for all frequencies) obtained by dividing the component of the 
moment der ivative in phase with velocity by the reduced frequency . The 
torsional-damping parameter was examined at constant reduced frequencies 
as a function of Mach number. It was found that although there were 
variations with reduced frequency at each Mach number, the general trends 
with Mach number were similar in that the trends were primarily due to 
the effects of compressibility or separated flow rather than reduced 
frequency. It thus appeared that an average value at each Mach number 
would be representative of the general trends with Mach number . The 
average deviation from the theoretical constant can then be determined 
by a simple averaging process of the values for several different fre -
quencies. It is in this manner that frequency has been removed as a 
parameter in figures 14 and 15. 
Although large effects of reduced frequency have been shown, the 
averaging process in these figures is believed to be valid since for 
almost every case the models were oscillated through the same range of 
fr equencies, except for the NACA 65A004 airfoil at a mean angle of attack 
of 40 for which data were taken only at frequencies up to 20 cycles per 
second. Data for 00 mean angle of attack are also included from r efer -
ence 7 to illustrate better the reduction in Mach number at which large 
changes occurred as mean angle of attack was increased . 
Effects of airfoil thickness on the torsional- damping parameter for 
var ious angles of attack .- These effects are summarized in figure 14 . 
This figure indicates that , although a reduction in thickness appears 
favorable at 00 mean angle of attack, such is not necessarily the case at 
a 40 mean angle of attack insofar as the NACA 65A004 airfoil became 
abruptly unstable at M = 0.83 . No comparison can be made at higher 
angles of attack, since data were not available for the 4- and l 2 -percent-
thick airfoils. However , increasing the mean angle of attack from 8 0 to 
100 resulted in a reduction in Mach number at which instability occurred 
for the reference airfoil. 
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Effects of thickness distribution for various angles of attack .-
These eff ects are summarized in figure 15 . It is interesting to note the 
cha nges to the torsional- damping parameter as the location of maximum 
t hic knes s moved toward the trailing edge . The NACA 2 - 008 airfoil became 
abruptly unstable at 00 but not at the higher angles, although there was 
a trend toward r eduction of the torsional- damping parameter at 80 • In 
contrast , the NACA 65A008 airfoil became unstable at 80 and 100 , had a 
trend t oward instability at 40 , but remained stable at 00 . On the other 
hand , the airfoil wit h t he most rearward location of maximum thickness , 
the NACA 877A008 airfoil, had the greatest degree of stability at each 
a ngle of a t tack . It would therefore appear that a rearward location of 
the point of maximum thickness is most favorable from the standpoint of 
single - degr ee -of- freedom flutter in a torsional mode. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The r esul ts of the investigation indicate that the variables , reduced 
f r e quency , airfoil profile , Mach number, and angle of attack, each have 
s i gnificant effects which appear to be interdependen~ . 
I n general , f or a ngles of attack below the beginning of stall, rea-
sonable agr eement was obtained with theory except for the moment deriva-
tives . This except ion was due to changes of the location of the center 
of pressur e t o a point ahea d of the quarter chord . 
As a firs t approximat ion, the Mach number for lift divergence can be 
cor re l ated with t he Mach number at which large variations of the deriva-
tives occurred . Since the Mach number for lift divergence decreases with 
i0creasing angl e of att ack, the onset of large variations in the deriva -
tives can b e expected to occur at a lower Mach number as the angle of 
a ttack is increased . 
In s ome cases , the possibility of a single - degree- of- freedom tor -
s ional instability was indicated by a change in sign of the torsional-
damping parameter . 
At small angles a reduction in airfoil thickness appears beneficial 
since a trend toward instability did not Occur for the NACA 65A004 airfoil 
at OOj however , at 40 angle of attack, a trend toward instability results 
fr om decreasing airfoil thickness . For airfoils of equal thickness, a 
rearwa~d location of the point of maximum thickness appears to increase 
tor Si onal s tability . 
Ame s Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field , Calif ., Aug. 12 , 1954 
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MODEL PRESSURE-CELL LOCATIONS 
[In Percent of Model Chord] 
Cell 
number 65A012 65A004 
NACA 877A008 
A-17840-! 
upper and and 2-008, and 
lower 65A008 877A008 
surface 
1 1.25 1.25 
2 3.75 3.75 
3 7.5 7.5 
4 15 15 
5 22.5 22.5 
6 27·5 27·5 
7 35 35 
8 45 45 
9 52·5 52.5 
10 57.5 57·5 
11 62.5 62. 5 
12 67.5 67 .5 
13 75 75 
14 85 85 
15 95 90 
Figure 1. - Section profiles and pressure-cell locations of models . 
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(a) Downstream view . 
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A -17840-3 
(b) Drive system . 
Figure 2 .- View of test section with model in place and diagrammatic sketch of drive system . 
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(0) Airfoil oscillating at 8"meon angle of attock, f=I6.26 cps, M=O.59. 
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~ (e) Airfoil osci/lating at 4"mean angle of attock, f=/6./3 cps, M=079. 
Figure 3- Sample oscillograph records obtained for the NACA 65A008 airfoil 
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(0) Lift derivative and phose angle as a function of 
re duced frequency . M ·0.49. 
Figure 4.- Effects of airfoil thickness on lift flutter 
derivative and phose angle. 
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(b) Lift derivative and phose angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M =0.59. 
Figure 4.- Continued. 
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(c) Lift derivative an d p hase angle as a funct ion of 
r educed frequency . M = 0 .68. 
Figure 4 .- Con t i nued. 
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(d) Lift derivative and phose angle as a fu nction of 
reduced frequency. M =0. 73. 
Figure 4 .- Continued. 
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te) Lift derivative and phose angle as a function of 
reduced frequency . M = O. 79. 
Figure 4.- Conti nued. 
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(I) Lift derivative and phose angle as a function o f 
reduced frequency. M = 0.83. 
Figure 4.- Continued. 
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(g) Lift derivative and phose angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M = 0.87. 
Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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(0) Moment derivative and phose angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M = 0.59. 
Figure 5.- Effects of airfoil thickness on momen t flutter 
derivative and phase angle. 
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(b) Moment derivative and phase angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M = 0 .68. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
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(c) Moment derivative and phose angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M-0.73. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
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(d) Moment derivative and phase ang/~ as a function of 
reduced frequency. M" O. 79. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
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(e) Moment derivative and phase angle as a function of 
red uced frequency. M ~ 0.83. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
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(0 Moment den·votive and phase angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M z O. 87. 
Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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(a) Lift derivative and phase angle as a f unc tion of 
r educed frequ ency . M = 0.40. 
Figure 6.- Effects of airfoil thickness distribution an lift 
flu ffer derivative and phase angle. 
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(b) Lift derivative and phase angle a a function of 
reduced frequency. M = 0.49. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
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(c) Lift derivative and phase angle as a fun ction of 
reduced frequency. M =: 0.59. 
Figure 6.- Contin ued. 
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(d) Lift derivative and phase angle as a 
r educed frequency. M = 0.68 
function of 
Figure 6.- Conti nued. 
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(e) Lift derivative and phase angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M· 0.73. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
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(fJ Lift derivat/ve and phose angle as a function of 
reduced freq uency. M;: 0.79. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
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(g) Lift derivative and phose ang as a function of 
reduced frequency. .:0.83. 
Figure 6.- ContInued. 
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(h) Lift derivative and phase angle as a function of 
reduced frequency . M 60.86. 
Figure 6 .- Concluded. 
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(0) Moment derivative and phase angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M = 0.59. 
Figure 7.- Effects of airfoil thickness distribution on moment 
flutter derivative and phase angle. 
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(b) Moment derivative and phose angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M • 0.68. 
Figure 7.- Continued. 
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(c) Moment derivative and phose angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M 6( 0.73 
Figure 7.- Continued. 
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(d) Moment derivative and phase angle as a function of 
reduced frequency. M = 0.79. 
Figure 7.- Continued. 
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